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Two hours

qocoreo OrO er6dedcco ZOtg
Year End'Term Test 2O1g

part A

r This questiori paper consists of 25 questigns which carries 2 marks for each and 5 questions

which carries 10 marks for each question. Answer all questions on this questions paper itself.

01. A provincial council charges Rs. 1 200 fbr a year as the rates from a house and the assessed
annual value ofthe house is Rs. 30 000. Find the annual rates percentage.

oz. rt 2.65 - 100'4232 the find the value of l,g26.5

03. 3 men takes 4 days to complete ] of a certain task. How many days 3 men will take to complete

+ of thattask 3

04. capacity of a water tank is 3600 /. This tank is filled using a pump which flows out water atarute
of 400 / perminute. Find the time taken to ftll % ofthe tankusing this pump

0s. Simplifl,

31
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A06. ABC -400
Of CfrD.

, gAC :600 and BC : CD . Find the value
t

07. Find the least common multiple ofthe algebraic expressions

4*'yrx!,3*y'

08. Ifcos 600:+, sin60o + , tan60o: {-l
the sideAB using the given dxain the figure.

then find the length of

09. First term and the 4" term of a geometric progression are 5 and 135 respectively. Find the
common ration of this progression.

Write 2x' - x - 6 as a produ ct of Zfactors.10.

11. Include the given data in the Venn diagram.

(AuB)' - {8},A': {4,6,8}

12. [Jsing the given data find the volume ofthe triangularprism.

4cm

a2

6cm
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A13. In this figure
n"4:

AeB :2x. Find the value of x
E*i' r * .AB

14. The faces of a fair dice numbered from 1

square number by rolling the dice.

to 6. Find the probability of getting a prime number or a

To download past papers vlsit
yy_y:va"g i rapa n i . b logspo t. c orn
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15. How a bicycle travelled is' shown in the
distance - time graph. Find the speed of the
bicycle within the first 2minutes.

Distance (km)

80

60

40

20

0

16.

34
Time (minutes)

The base radius of a solid cylinder is 14 cm and the curved surface area is 1760 cm2.Find the
heightofthecylinder. (Take ": ff)

17. rf (3 -l) (_)) - ( ;) Find the values of x and y.

19. Solve x'-49:a

19. using the data in the figure find the value of
n

CBE.
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20. Simplify
xy2*'y

5

ffipq+.Paprrs
w w Y-Y aJ I rapall i' P Lo$mg

21. O is the centre of the circle.

value of OAD.

IfAD : DC andAB O-50". Find the

22. In this figure AB : l0 cm and BC :24 cm
rnid point ofAB. Find the length ofAE.

D is the

23. The below histogram drawn
using the mathmatics marks
scored by the students in a class.

Using the histogram complete its
frequency polygon.

Number of Students

20

l5
10

5

Marks
20 30

24. XY is 6 tangent to the circle drawn at the point A.

rf xAD - 5oo, DAc - 30', AeB - 60o find
the value of CAg.

25, It is needed to draw a circle with radius 3 cm and
passes through A and B points. Draw sketches of
the constructions to find the centre ,C, ofthat circle.

04
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Mathematics

(ot) (a)
I
8

(i)

of the part of a betel tree which is

Write down the part of the betel

new year game is under the ground.

the ground.

ground has been cut out because the

the part of the betel tree above the

the

used for a

tree above

(ii) h of the part of the betel tree above the

. Iength of the betel tree is too long. Find

ground now.

(iii) If the length of the

ground.

removed part is 50 cm. Find the height of the part above

(b) Simpliry. 2+)(+-

(oz) Imported price of a vehicle is Rs. 5 000 000. Mr. Ranil can buy this vehicle free of
customs duty which is the duty percentage is 25% and free of VAI which is the VAI
percentage is 10%. For this he borrowed a loan from a financial institute. He can pay back
it within^s yefls lvith egua[ moR.4ly,installments. The annual simple interest rate ior the
loan is 4olo.

(i) Find the total interest for the loan he should be paid in 5 years for the financial
institution.
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(ii) Find the total amount he has pay

(iii) Find the value of a monthly installrnent.

(iv) If Mr. Ranil has to pay both customs
arnount he has to pay.

duty and VAT for the vehicle find the total

to

i

financial instit

(08) Below picture graph shows how r g0
sfudents those who passed the o/L exarn
apply for their subject stream for NL.
Number of students who appried for
sclence stream is twice the students who
applied for technology. Number of
students who appried commerce is twice
the students who appried for science. 7s
students applied for arts strearn.

Arts

Cornrnence

of the sector which represent the

bchnology

Science

(i) Find the angre at the centre

Arts.
students who applied for

angles at tlie centre of the other sheams and represent them on the given pie

(ii) Find the

chart.
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(iii) l0 students who applied fort commerce
technology. By considering this data find
technology stream now.

stream changed

the angle at the

their subject stream to
centre of the sector of

(04) This figure shows a zinc sheet which is on a plank. It isconsists of a semi circular part, and a trapezium. Thediametbr 'of the..lemi girdrq is'i' 9m *a n" i".pJndiculardistance bef'teen th" ui;iier oia., or the trapezium is 7 cm.
(Take n- 22T)
(i) Find the area of the semi circular part.

(ii) If the area. of the trapezium is
of the semi circle then find the

six times as the area
length of CD. 7cm

(iii) Find the arc letrgth AEB.

(iv) By taking AD : 20.4 cm find the perimeter of the zinc sheet.
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a(05) 2 Vans and 3 jeeps are parked in a protected place. A
another vehicle exit from that place. 

1

(i) IJsing the symbol "x" represent the sample
, space of the above 'experiment in the given

gird. (2 Vans are represented by V, , y,
and jeeps are represented J, , J* J, )

vehicle exit from that place and then

V, V, J, J, J,

1" Vehicle exit

and the other vehicle is an
given below regarding this

gr,
(Dr

F<l

0() "2

EJ,
?, V,

v,

(ii) Find the probability of the 2 went out vehicles are

(iii) 4 vehicles out of these vehicles are manual transmission
auto transmission vehicle. An incomplete tree diagram is
experiment:

1" Vehicle exit

Manual

Auto

(iv) Find the probability of the
of transmission.

2"0 Yehicle exit

Manual

Auto

Manual

Auto

from that place are with the same type2 vehicles went out

in the sarne type of vehicles.
#*,,.,..,_,*-*-#4

To do"nload titst PaPers visit
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Three hours

Answer 10 questions selecting 5 questions from partA and 5 questions from Part B. Each
question caries 10 marks.

P:rrt A

(0t1 An incomplete table is given below to draw the graph of the function y: x2 - 4x _ |

(i) Find the value of y when x:2
(ii) Draw the graph of the function by taking l0 small divisions along the both x and, y

axes as one unit.
(iii) Describe the behaviour of y when the value of x is, 2 < x < 5
(iv) Express the function in the form y = (x - a), + b
(v) Using the graph write down the positive root of the equatio n x' - 4x - l: 0 and write

down the value of J 5 to the first decimal place.

1oz) The production of the number of shoes during 40 days in a certain company is represented
by the below frequency distribution.

Number of shoes 10 24 25 -39 40-54 s5-69 70-84 85 99

Number of days a2 05 t0 t2 08 03

(i) By taking the mid value of the class interval
other method find the mean number of shoes
whole number.

(ii) Find the expected number of shoes will
(iii) The mean cost of production of a pair

keep a mean profit of Rs. 4g0 from a
company expect to gain.

(55-69) as the assumed mean or any
produced during a day to the noarest

be produce durin

of shoes is Rs. 1200. The company expect to
pair of shoes. Find the profit percentage the

x -1 0 I 2 3 4 5

v 4 -1 -4 -4 -1 4

01
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(03) Mr. Dharmadasa is a retired government worker. His pension gratuity is Rs. 2 000 000. He

allocated his pension gratuity as given below.

(a) A portion of his grativity used to buy 20 000 shares at the market price of a share Rs. 40

*iri"h pays Rs. 5 p"r sliare u, unn ul dividends. At the end of ayear after receiving th'e

annual dividends he sold out all the shares when the market price of a share is R. 50.

Then he invested this total amount he received in another company to buy shares at the

market price Rs. 55 per share and annual clividends per share is Rs. 8. At the end of a

year after receiving the dividends he sold out the shares Rs. 60 each. Find the profit he

received in this investment.

(b) The remaining amount of his gratuity is deposited in a bank fbr 2 ycars which pays

l5o/o annual compound interestiate. Find the profit he gain after two years from this'

(04) "A" is the top of a flat which 20 m in height and B is the

bottom of the flat. CD is a pole. The angle of elevation of the

top of the pole from A is 35o and the angle of depression of

the bottom of the pole from A is 40'. A and CD are on the A
same vertical plane. F'ind the lengths of BC and DE to the

' 
nearest whole number then find the angle of elevation of D 20m

seen trom B.
B

(0s) (a) 65 students who went on a trip bought lunch packets from a shop. A set of students

bought lunch packets with vegetables and price of that lunch packet is R' 80 others

Uoultt lunch packets with fish and its price is Rs. 140. The total cost of the lunch

packets is Rs. 7 600

By taking the numbers of students who bought lunch packets with vegetables as

x and lunch packets rvith fish as y and build up a pair of Simultaneous

equations.

(ii) By solving the pair of simultaneous equations find the values of x and y

separatelY.

(b) Solve the inequality 3x - 2 < 7 and mark all the solutions of x on a number line'

(i)

(06) Length of the rectangular lamina is (x + 8) units and

breadth is 5 units. From the rectangular tamina a

. right,, 
, 
angled i.soscgles triangular part has been

rcmoved. The area of the remaining part is 50 square

Lrnits. Show that the value of .r is satistied by the

other methorC. Finct the value of x and then find the

arcaof the rectangle' (J5 : 2.2)

02
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Part B
I

1oz) First term of an arithmetic progressioir is 4 and 30"' term (last term) is 120 using the

formule of arithmetic progression,

(i) Find the common diffbrence.

(ii) Find the sum of the terms which remains after removing the terms which counts as a

multiple of 3.

(08) Use only a straight edge with a cmlmm scale ancl a pair of compasses for the following

constructiqns. Show the construction lines clearly.

(ii) Construct the perpendicular bisectors of PQ ancl QR then

passes through P, a and R.

(iii) Construct a tangent to the circle
o ,' ''u,t perpendicular bisector of QR and the

(iy) State the relationship between the SR

(v) Without rneasrring write the value

answer.

at a and name the*tiltE,S

n
and QpR - 600

construct the circle which

To dewntoad past Papffg visit
wwll"

tangent as "S".

line and the circle with reasons.

n
of RQS and write down the reason for the

i.b t.com

(0e) HE is a tangeni to the circle AtC angle is
t

bisected by the EB line. Take AB - AE,

t'ae :yandrta-x

(i) State the value of CfiC in terms of x and

v.

(ii) Show that the triangle AFG is an

isosceles triangle.

(10) PQR

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

€cl ut'(o**'-r*( n
and RST triangles are isos€6k& triangles. QRT :- rr

Write the value of pft.S in terms of x.

Write the value of nQr in terms of .tr.

Show that QRTA: PRSA

Prove that PQRS quadrilateral is a cyclic

quadrilateral.
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1tt) Diameter of the base of a solid irdn cylinder is 21 cm andheight is 14 cm. By melting that

cylinder 5 solid spheres are made without any wastage of iron. Assume that there isn,t any

volume change in this process. If the radius of a sphere is r show that r = -27 and
,.f40

using the logarithms table. Find the value of r to the first decimal place. (Volume of a

cylinder with base radius r and height h is nr'h and sphere of radius r is * "n

(Lz) For a teacher training college 280 students are entered for the courses science,

r. and primary. Mathematics and orimary courses are conducted in both Sinhala' r*. i '
medium;. But science"course is conducted only in English medium.

mathematics

and English

Mathematics

Copy the above Venn diagram,

(i) Name the remaining set

(ii) Represent the below data in the above Venn diagram

o 100 students study mathmatics course.

o 140 students study in English medium.

. 80 Students study primary course in Sinhala medium.

(iii) How many students study mathematics course in Sinhala medium.

(iv) If the number of students who study science in English medium
of students who study Mathematics in English medium find the
who study primary in English medium.

Then it is dpcided to conduct science in both mediums. 30 students who learned
science ir, &ffiHhmedium entered for the course ,r;;; ;;-E#*#;edium.
Represent this new data in another Venn diagram.

is twice the number

number of students

To download past pap$rs vi,il
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English medium

(v)

a4
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